
An Indigenous Son to The Core! 
 
To The Core 

The Mas. Ta. Ba. Vibrates ------ 

Thunder, Lightning -------------- 

Thunder, Lightning ------------- 

Constant drumming -----Constant drumming ------- 

Circular movement ---------- 

Yes! Circular movement --------- 

You feel the vibration ---------- 

Embrace the secret of regeneration within the divine nature of the “All” “The All” ------- 

Yes! circular motion -------- 

The Mas. Ta. Ba.  Vibrates -----Thunder, Lightning ------- 

The solar forces are rejuvenating ----rejuvenating -------- 

Flowers are blooming -------- 

Birds are perching ------------ 

Animals are roaming --------- 

Grass and trees are swaying ---------- 

The window is open.  Yes! open. 

Life forms above and beneath are regenerating and the human family is in “one” with 

the drum as it vibrates. 

You feel the vibrations! 

Calling the ancestors, calling the ancestors ----calling the ancestors… 

As we break bread and share ------ 

The script continues --------- 

Relentlessly extending homage and tribute to an indigenous son to the core! To the core!  

Kwesi O. Nkofi peace be unto him --------- 



His passing the torch through death dissected the “Being” –the inner workings of  

the magnetism --- dispersing the solar forces intact -------molecules consolidated ----Yes! 

the “me” within the “I” froze and I altered the course by  exploring the  script ---

discerning truth by asking what message can I share with the human family, for he 

Nkofi, created the pathways throughout his sojourn ------- 

Kwesi Nkofi grand master ---- 

Led expeditions from the front ----- 

An educator analyzing critically, social situations and institutions while preserving 

indigenous habitats and territory, scrutinizing the role of consultants and the wisdom of 

Government to Government relations ----- 

The electric eye! Yes!   The electric eye ------------- 

Mercenaries, economic hit men and the complexity of rapacious lending –As you walk 

and talk with him, you are in matriculation while processing disseminated information 

which makes the climb and journey less arduous---That’s his way! Preserving the script 

as the spectacle continues securing the concept of education as an instrument for 

complete and total --------- liberation ---------- 

Kwesi Nkofi ---- cultural and regional activist ---promoted the oral tradition---- 

Honoring the spoken word as he understood the ways and means of a people----the 

village dynamics tailored within a global perspective to the core ---- 

Not a functionary but schooled in Bliss and Rapture ---- 

Kwesi O. Nkofi ----Peace be unto him! 

Understood ethics, the ultimate mystery of “Being”, myths and metaphorical language 

in thought --- 

An architect with an experience, never a functionary – perpetuating the courage of self 

responsibility within the constraints of death and resurrection--- Mature to  

the point ---- 

Fostering!  Dialogue----- Dialogue ------ 



The script continues ---------- 

He participated in sports and understood the nature of competition as he forged critical 

awareness within the paradigm of the matriarchal system while schooling victims of 

paternalism --------- 

Kwesi Nkofi peace be unto him! 

An indigenous son --- a village icon ----discerning truth and dispelling fear while 

promoting transformation and self emancipation, the architect of freedom and 

consciousness ---- thus preserving history ------- 

Look around ------ lift your heads, do not despair –He Nah Dead Yet!!— 

His legacy is within the shrines of our souls ….universal brotherhood --- 

One love ---Peace be unto him ……. 

Kwesi Nkofi an educator to the core ------- 

The world igniting,…. 

Cosmic drumming ----- 

Terrestrial drumming ------ 

Explanatory ------- 

Liberation, bottom up ------ 

Liberacion! 

Ascende el fondo ------- 

The cloud is ready and the fruits are ripe! 

Identifying the strategic maneuverers, as we dance to the rhythm ------ 

Thus preserving his forte ---The universe is ours… 

No nuclear war, 

No genetic engineering, 

No acid rain, nor selective cloning. 

No weather tampering, nor polluting ---- 

No catastrophe -------- 



Kwesi Nkofi the geographer, ecological genius ---preserved foot prints to be fully 

human for a better tomorrow ---when he scripted to name a few --- 

Effects of the Agricultural Activities of Man on the Ecosystems of Tropical Areas  

----University of Guyana 1982) 

The impact of Regional Government system of Bartica---- (1983) 

Rural Settlement planning – A case study of Melanie Damishana ----Loosely called a 

village ---- (1983) 

He resurrected the idea that curriculum subjects must be correlated to a central theme-- 

The core -----never disguising truth ----never disingenuous --- 

He lived his philosophy ------ 

Even when he was given a letter of termination from the Environment  

Division dated April 14th 1994------- 

He was never deterred ---never deterred ---- 

Even though deeply agitated ------ 

He understood despotism the dynamism of the worlds’ dilemma --- 

Kwesi Nkofi emerged, understanding the acquisition of capital and assets in forging the 

future ---- 

Abolishing servitude ---decoding robots---- 

Perpetuating freedom for all peoples in particular the indigenous peoples universally --- 

One love, Peace unto him. 

Kwesi Nkofi ----- 

An Indigenous Son To the Core ------- 

Peace unto him! 
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